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Chapter 6 Research Discussion 
 
6.1 Managerial Findings 
 
 Data mining techniques have been applied to many business sectors, because the 
importance of information capability has risen. Data mining tools are used to analyze 
vast data to gain potential and valuable information. Due to the bloom of data mining 
algorithms, selecting suitable algorithm has become an important issue. Data sources, 
content, and the functions are also taken into account simultaneously to decide the 
most suitable mining method. Similar business applications in different enterprises 
may not use the same data mining method, because they face different data areas, 
information requirements, or analysis perspectives. Misapplication of data mining 
tools would waste resources, lose marketing opportune moment and decrease 
customer satisfaction, so the decision quality and speed of mining tool selection must 
be improved. 
 

The objective of this research is to assist business users to find most suitable data 
mining method. From literature review, we discover that most algorithm related 
researches just skip conceptual analysis of business problem, because they emphasize 
on single business application and do not have the need to analyze high level 
conceptual consideration. It is difficult for users to understand advanced algorithms, 
so it would take long to bring advanced algorithms into commercial use. The selection 
of data mining method in business application needs a framework, which uses 
commercial terminologies and can proceed by business analysts.  
 

To solve this problem, we build a framework to select data mining method by 
mapping business application’s characteristics and data mining method’s features. In 
our framework, the business application analysis and mining side analysis are divided, 
so users just have to know business problem definitions to invoke the selection 
process without studying any technological concepts. The decision of applying data 
mining tools does not have to count on data mining professionals all the time.  

 
Traditional data mining selection depends on analyst’s opinion or conventional 

judgment. The major advantage of our framework is to provide a more reasonable 
principle and more systematic view to choose mining method. Reasonability makes 
the selection decision certifiable. Systematic view avoids neglecting or overlapping 
important characteristics. In our model, business application is characterized by 
processing step, processing characteristic, and processing outcome in our framework. 
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Each concept in selection model has its definition, but there still exists the problem of 
diverse terminology. Some dissimilarly named applications progress same activities, 
while sometimes situation reverses. We handle this problem by defining common 
terms which represent same activities with specialized names.  
 
6.2 Technical Findings 
 
 The advances in data mining area and extension of data mining method have 
become innumerable, and the difficulty of selecting data mining method has raise. 
Improvement of algorithm usually starts from following reasons: solving a barrier in 
data processing, reaching a new application into unexplored area, or combining new 
theory with existing method. In the past, to develop a new business application, we 
have to survey possible optional algorithms’ capability and limitation, and then make 
the selection decision by people.  
 

Standardized selection process would speed the process of mining method 
selection and eliminate personal judgment difference, but there is no well-known 
framework which has been approved. Common reasons for choosing an algorithm 
rather than other alternatives include the limitation of model assumption, the 
capability of model interpretation, the time cost of model training, and the 
accommodation of given data. These reasons include many technical considerations, 
but it is hard to connect them directly to business issues.  

 
We summarize key factors considered in many business applications 

development process to build the relationship between application characteristics and 
technical features. In this model, data mining method’s capability is described as 
algorithm steps, input data unit, and output data unit. The relation type an algorithm 
can find in data is defined as algorithm steps. The data type an algorithm can process 
is defined as input data unit. The analysis result type which an algorithm can generate 
is defined as output data unit. These three points connect to business application’s 
characteristic description. As long as business application’s characteristics are 
designated, applicable mining method can be found automatically. 

 
By using this framework, each business application can be presented clearly and 

briefly to get essential information for selection. The selection result become stable 
and reproducible, and also the selection process can be continuously improved on the 
strength of these features 
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Our proposed model decomposes algorithms into four concepts, including data 
mining method, algorithm steps, input data unit, and output data unit. These four 
concepts come from basic theory of algorithm and key points that are often noticed in 
algorithm related literatures. We put the focus of selection process on whether an 
algorithm can solve given business problem, rather than algorithm’s efficiency and 
accuracy. Improved algorithms always have high performance than existing ones, and 
customized data mining programs always meet user’s requirement best. Instead of 
trying to score which algorithm is the best, we are attempting to find important factors 
and to build the rule of selecting data mining method.  
 
 




